TEXTILE FACADE
B I O C L I M A T I C

VISION OF CEO
To prepare an architectural revolution due to radically transform building
standards, Profil Tension System invest in a project intending to create the
Textile Facade Bioclimatic for 2020.
This ambitious and innovating project aims to add to our panels made with
composit membranes the modern technologies enabling textile facades to
become a key player of Green building.
«Together conceive better, consume less...»
Stephane Lapouge
ceo
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BIOCLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE
Clading facade - En 14501 analysis
Serge Ferrari Soltis 381
SA (Solar Absorption): 33%
SR (Solar Reflection): 38%

ST (Solar Transmission): 29%

Gtot (External solar factor) : 0,21

TV (transmission of visible light): 29%
Stamisol FT381- 3128

Low-E double glazing

Natural ventilation
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Why should you opt for an outdoor solar protection ?

Serge Ferrari FT381 3128
Outdoor

Indoor or outdoor solar protection ?
Taking as an example the neutral colour used
most frequently the efficiency difference between
indoor and outdoor protection becomes quickly
obvious. The solar factor is 2,2 higher with
indoor textile (from 0.21 to 0.47). In concrete
terms it means that heat building up in the room
will be multiplied by 2, 24.
Therefore it is essential to compare the
efficiency of indoor and outdoor textiles with

100%
SR: 38%
SA: 33%
Low-E double glazing

the same colour and the same glazing (in
this example we have low-E double glazing
according to EN14501 standards).

FS: 0,21

ST: 29%

Serge Ferrari Soltis 86 2045
Indoor

An outdoor solar protection guarantees a
more even temperature during daytime,
meaning more comfort and a more enjoyable

SR: 29%

atmosphere. Because of a more even room
temperature, air conditioning is minimized
and the operating costs of the building is
reduced.

100%
SA: 57%
ST: 14%
FS: 0,47
Low-E double glazing
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How to choose the right colours !
The level of thermic protection is directly connected with the choice of colour which is
essential: the darker the colours the more they can absorb heat.
But in reality it is often more complex: how to choose between aesthetic factors, thermic
or visual efficiency and transparency comfort? A single colour can’t apply 100% of these
criteria: therefore a compromise will be necessary and unavoidable. Dark colours which are
to be preferred outdoors because of efficiency will also need to be coordinated with the
facade of the building.
Serge Ferrari’s Soltis381® exclusive collection offers more than 90 plain colours together
with a collection of metallic and interference pigment colours: they will be in harmony with
the façade of the building, will integrate with the environment and have specific features.

How to choose the right Soltis381® !
On top of the choice of the colour and of an outdoor solar protection, it will also be necessary
to take in consideration the facade exposure. The decision will be different whether the façade
has a North-East or a West exposure, especially according to the variety of surroundings:
opposite buildings, landscaping, and obviously the type of activity of the client.
There is another important factor of choice: it is essential for the well-being of the inhabitants
of the building to have outside visibility, therefore it is better to choose à black-backed
membrane to ensure one way-vision.
In conclusion outdoor textile panels combine thermic efficiency with visual comfort, a
combination of performances justifying its class 2 classification according to EN14501.
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Lightness
FTI textile panels components are:
- A perforated composite membrane (weigth: 550g/m2)
- Aluminium profiles with an average weigth 2,2kg/ml.
For a 2,50 m x 6 m panel, this means a total weight of 3,7 kg/m2.
FTI textile panels foster participate in a lightweight and freedom in architecture.

Résistance
Tear resistance for Soltis381 composite membrane is 6,6 T/ml.
Tear resistance of the FTI Aero S is 4,2 T/ml.
This high performance resistance explains the considerable number of projects realised
in windy areas and in cyclonic areas like Florida or Carribean.

Flexibility & creativity
FTI enables architects to create virtually limitless tri-dimensional shapes.
Following our R&D 2015 program, FTI has launched the sliding shade collection, new sliding
solar protection panels with an attractive design and a convenient modular approach.

Durability
Bringing together the patented technology “pre-stressed” from Serge Ferrari with the biaxial
compensated tension system from FTI, our textile façade panels offer a ten-year warranty
with no further tension needed.
From now on the new designs of our profile edgings Aero collection sort out rain water
flow and drain pollution particles, which facilitates building maintenance.
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Covering Facades

Covering facades are medium to large mechanic
textiles installations involving fixing a tension profile
on a pre-existing supporting framework in order to
install on site a manufactured or printed membrane.
In this case the pre-existing framework supports the
pressure of the canvas.

Benefits
— Competitive price per m2.
— Aesthetic quality with few connections.
— Ideal for printed surfaces.
— No visible reinforcements from inside
— Double curvature easy to achieve.
— Fire: B-s2 d0.
— Significant reduction of the ecological print.
— 1OO% recyclable structure.

Cons
— Important pressure of the canvas on the supporting
pre-existing structure..

— Can only be installed by an architectural
membrane specialist.
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The 5th facade is the extension of the
Clading type bioclimatic façade on rooftop terraces. Although they have been
undermined for a long time, they are
currently being rediscovered as their full
potential is yet to be exploited.
The building of a 5th terrace can
offer very positive advantages as
they capitalise the full potential
of an over-exposed area while
reducing the energy bill of the
building. Part of the R&D program
from FTI in 2015, the Clading
profile Collection will combine
a membrane solar protection
together with the production

of photovoltaic energy. This
combination will not only reduce
the energy consumption through
protection, it will also actively
produce energy thanks to
photovoltaic panels.

Clading Facades
5th facades
Clading Facades are installations with self-stretched
textile panels with an implementation comparable
to façade metal casing. In this case the supporting
structure does not support the pressure of the
canvas but only a load similar to a conventional
metal casing. The size of each panel can be up to
2,50 m x 6m for each given piece.

Benefits
— Quick to install.
— Low impact of the canvas on the supporting
structure.
— A modular solution with easy storage.
— Easy technical access.
— Installation and maintenance can easily be done by
the building industry, façade specialists, carpenters,

locksmiths..

— Fire: B-s2 d0.
— Significant reduction of the ecological print.
— 1OO% recyclable structure.

Cons
— More expensive per m2 than the covering solution.
— Shadow-gaps between panels.
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Sliding Panels

Sliding Panels are often installed in residential areas.
They can dress balconies and external passageways
thanks to their sliding frame and canvas which is
handled by the resident. Their simplicity of use and
its energetic efficiency makes it a favourite among
HQE projects. This 27 colours collection can enliven
an austere façade during renovation.

Benefits
— Collection Sliding Shades 2015.
— Installation can easily be done by the building industry,
façade or blinds specialists, locksmiths…).
— Quick canvas exchange for repairs following act of
vandalism, etc.
— Sliding system on technical advice.
— Self-stretched textile panels.
— Aesthetic features, indoor and outdoor visibility.
— Extra privacy.
— Transport et entreposage facilités.
— Fire: B-s2, d0.
— Significant reduction of the ecological print.
— 1OO% recyclable structure.

Cons
— Once-off format.
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Hiding Panels

Hiding Panels are conceived specifically to hide
unpleasant or noisy technical components such as
air

conditioning

compressors,

emergency

exits,

technical access or staircases.

Before

Benefits
— Perfect integration in the aesthetic environment.
— Acoustic isolation can be combined with the absorber.
— Printed canvas available.
—Installation can easily be done by the building
industry, façade specialists, locksmiths, plumbers,

After

central heating technicians…).
— Fire: B-s2, d0.
—1OO% recyclable structure.

Inconvénient
— None.

Before

After
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Serge Ferrari — Pre-stretched
The Serge Ferrari – Pre-stretched technology is a unique patented system applying prestretching on the membrane during its manufacturing and coating cycles. This technology
provides textiles with an exceptional size stability which is virtually identical both in warp
and weft.

Bi-axial tension ensures a rigorous control of warp threads and a complete respect of the
lengthwise grain of the fabric.

Benefits
— Exceptional size stability.
— Durable mechanic resistance.
— Extreme surface flatness.
— Extra coating on thread top.
— Extra durability.
Moreover this composite textile is woven with special threads ensuring optimal protection
from U.V. and an exceptional durability. Therefore STAMISOL®FT enjoys a 10 years
guarantee.
STAMISOL®FT, choosing durable investment !
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Life-cycle of a metal frame
One of the main issues met by textile architecture comes from the technical choice of the
tension system in order to guarantee a uniform and permanent tension, whatever the natural
damages while keeping its aesthetic qualities long-term.
A bio-climatic façade will face many challenges during its life span, rain, wind, snow and wide
temperature variations. These climatic changes will challenge the tension of the technical
textile. During all its life span the textile panel will be submitted to expansion and reduction
phases.
On a large textile panel the reduction phase generates a distension which strongly increases
the dynamic effort from the structure. TS Archi has been developed in order to significantly
improve the life-cyle of the building.

Stretched membrane (expansion phase)

Loosened membrane (reduction phase)
Maximum format recommended according to temperature variations
T°min T°max
Ville
-33°
41°
Toronto - CA
Seattle - USA
40°
-17°
Los Angeles - USA -4°
45°
Miami - USA
-3°
38°
Brasilia - BRA
-3°
34°
Buenos Aires - AR -5°
44°
Oslo - NO
-26° 35°
Helsinki - FIN
-35° 32°
Moscou - RU
-42° 39°
Berlin - ALL
-26° 38°
Paris - FR
-5°
40°
Madrid - ESP
-10°
41°
Alger - AlG
-9°
47°
Doha - QAT
14°
45°
Bangkok - THA
14°
38°
0°
46°
Sydney - AUS

AT
74
57
49
41
37
49
61
67
81
64
45
51
56
31
24
46

Lmin Lmax
9360 9376
12152 12168
14136 14152
16894 16910
18720 18736
14136 14136
11355 11371
10338 10354
8551 8567
10823 10839
15392 15408
13581 13597
12369 12385
22343 22359
28860 28876
15057 15073

According to the temperature variations of a given site
the system enables to compensate the membrane
tension on its frame within the limits of the following
data.
Ex: For instance Toronto has one of the highest
temperature variations in the world. TS Archi can
compensate a frame up to 9,3m without any tension
loss whatsoever.
On the other hand in Bangkok where the temperature
variations are less important a frame can be up to 28,8
m without any tension loss of the membrane.

TV : Temperature Variation (°C).
minL: Maximum length of the frame according to minimum temperature of the site (mm).
maxL: Maximum length of the expanded frame according to minimum temperature of the site (mm).
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Bi-axial compensated tension
A simple solution for a complex problem...
Facade Textile International has developed a unique patented system to compensate the
tension loss of the membrane. A compensating system incorporated in the aluminium profiles
enables a justified pre-tension while absorbing the dynamic impact from the wind on canvas
and keeping its natural lengthening capacities. Therefore the membrane tension remains
homogeneous all along the climatic cycles faced by the building.
TS Archi® by Profil Tension System Europ is a new technology patented since 2010.
“The same tension as on day one”
Air temperature 40°C - compensated expanded frame
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TS Archi compensation system guarantees a 120 kg/ml (linear meter) additional
tension enabling to get back a 16mm distension both directions .
The fixation system resists up to 4,2T/ml breaking load.
Combined with Serge Ferrari FT381 pre-stressed composite membrane this system
is positioned as the most reliable façade textile available on the market.
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SERVICES
Engineering Consultants
The engineering consultants from Facade Textile International are available to assist you with
the conception, the pricing and the implementation of your bioclimatic textile architecture
projects.
These plans will integrate all the technical and regulatory constraints of your project to
present every feature to be taken on board in the choice of a textile tension solution. This will
guarantee an efficient and competitive solution, especially conceived to meet the challenges
of every project.

Each architectural project differs from the next. All constraints must be taken on board, for
instance the forces involved with both the frame and the structure, façade exposure, wind
and sun exposure, etc… Some projects are particularly ambitious from the point of view of
design and town planning as they must respect criteria due to the integration to environment.
Last but not least we also take into account budget considerations.
This is the reason why each query is answered with a full and rigorous plan in order to
determine precisely the very best tension solution.
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Project support from A to Z

02 Prescription 03 Production
Survey, analysis, drawings,
allows us to offer an econo-

01 Project
FTI

works

architect

on

closely
design

mic solution fulfilling all the
technical requirements.

Beyond our standard range
we are able to design and
produce

specific

profiles

which will fit perfectly your
project.

with

Works like cutting and textile

and

frame tensioning can be done

technical solutions.

in our Factory.

+ Reliability

Preliminary Study +

+ Speed

Simulations +

+ Accuracy

Plans +

+ Follow

Calculation +

+ Council

3D Files +

06 Monitoring

04 Export

for the execution of work.

05 Fitters Network

thanks to our reliable logistics

available wherever you need.

sent along side the shipment.

FTI provides trainers on site

Delivery all around the world

FTI makes its fitters network
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partners.

Drawings

and

instructions are systematically

ENVIRONMENT
The Analysis of Life Cycle (ALC)
This is a standardized method ((ISO 14040-14044) to evaluate the environmental of
products during their whole life cycle.
The eco-conception of new products plans for an optimal use of resources and
promotes safety and less impact on the environment together with the integration
of renewable raw materials.

Extraction
1 resources

of

3 Production of raw
materials

2 Transport

11 Recycling

4 Transport

10 Transport
5 Te x t i l e
production

Wa s t e
9 b dump

9c Incineration

9a Collection

6 Transport

5 Product’s
life cycle

7 Manufacturing

The Analysis of Life Cycle shows that most of the impacts (an average of 80%) come from
the extraction and the production of raw materials. As recycling creates new raw materials it
does spare natural resources and the phases of both extraction and production, therefore it
significantly reduces impacts on the environment.
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Multi-criteria analysis
Energy

Ressources

Te x y l o o p
recycling

Dumping

Incineration

0 Impact

100

0 Impact

100

0 Impact

100

0 Impact

100

0 Impact

100

Warming

Toxic products

Waste

Texyloop is an effort to collect used composite membranes to recycle them and give them
a second life. Texyloop operational structure has a collection network, a waste-sorting unit,
an industrial unit and several recycling units including the reintegration of raw material in
some Serge Ferrari collections.
Texyloop produces secondary raw materials with high intrinsic value which are compatible
with numerous processes. This is a quantified response to fight against the depletion of
natural reserves and to save the environment.
For more information: www.texyloop.com

The environment is a key feature of the operations and of the strategies of Façade
Textile International. For us it’s not optional, it’s our philosophy and the very basis of
the company’s activities.
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CERTIFICATIONS
PV Fire
Response to fire grading is a norm determining how a given material responds to fire and
measuring its fuel value. This response is determined following normalised tests in authorised
centres.
In France this grading goes from M0 ( non-combustible materials such as stone or metal
etc…) to M4 (easily flammable such as paper etc…). Flexible composite membranes are
graded M1, which means that they are not combustible, they consume themselves but they
don’t burn.

10 years guarantee

FTI textile panels composite membranes and tension systems have specific qualities ensuring
their durability and an optimum resistance of the frame. This is the reason why Façade Textile
International is in a position to offer a 10 years guarantee for all its products.

The Oeok Tex Label
The Oeok Tex Label is the first label aiming to guarantee humano-ecological qualities to textiles
free from products toxic for the human body and for the environment. This label guarantees
that textile membranes from Serge Ferrari don’t contain any substances which are dangerous
or detrimental to the health of the customers and to the environment.
In order to obtain this label each textile is tested thoroughly
by independent European institutes to check wheather they
contain any toxic products..

The EN 14501 Norm
The thermic and visual performances of solar protections are characterised by the European
norm EN 14501. This norm has defined categories of performances according to several
criteria: the solar factor (heat transfer, solar transmission etc…) and visual comfort (natural
light, visual contact with the outside world etc…).
It must be noted that some of these criteria are in contradiction with each other; for instance
it is not possible to use an opaque canvas and to have proper contact with the outside world.
Solar protection must be chosen on the basis of numerous criteria linked with thermic and
visual comfort.
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